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 Excerpt from The American Drawing-Book: A Manual for the Amateur, and Basis of Study for the
Professional Artist

To those who have in view more than mere pleasure and amusement in the pursuit of the art of
Drawing, may be fairly promised advantages that they will surely realize; and a portion of this work

will be devoted especially to those who look to the application of the art to its most practical
purposes. Most of the difficulties constantly felt by artificers in the execution of their handiwork, will

be obviated, when the same hand that executes can design. Let our mechanics have their
apprentices instructed in Drawing, and the effects will be soon evident in their work shops. They will
no longer depend upon foreign inventions, that are, after all, little adapted to the wants, tastes, and

habits of our people. Let these wants be supplied by articles, at once more useful and equally
ornamental, of home production. Let them learn to use their own strength.

About the Publisher

Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com

This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing

imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority

of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
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He is credited with the first successful cultivation of tobacco as an export crop in ... In celebration of
Native American Day, we take a look at the mythology and reality surrounding Pocahontas. Browse
Artists Alphabetically Artist Names Beginning Complete List A-Z : Maria A'Becket - American Painter
Hans von Aachen - German Painter Alvar Aalto - Finnish ... Pocahontas (born Matoaka, known as
Amonute, cGet instant access to a lot of ... Pocahontas [ˈpɒkəˌhɒntəs] („die Verspielte“, „die, die
alles durcheinander bringt“; * um 1595 in Virginia; † 211596–1617) was a Native American woman
notable for her association with the colonial settlement at Jamestown, Virginia. Un pintor es un
artista que practica el arte de la pintura, que consiste en crear cuadros, frescos y en general en
decorar superficies de un modo considerado artístico. 19th Century American Artists
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